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The high power and spatial coherence of  laser light  enabled the study of the nonlinear 
response of light to optical fields 

(the experimental evidence was removed as a speck of dirt on the photographic plate)

1961

2021 – Sixty years of nonlinear optics ! 

Alan Hill was an undergraduate!

Franken



Luckily they were republished elsewhere !



Nonlinear optics was actually considered earlier: 1926, 1930, 1950



Motivation and Overview – Extreme Events

Extreme events are defined by rarity, unpredictability, and often highly destructive impact

Natural disasters



Motivation and Overview – Extreme Events

Extreme events are defined by rarity, unpredictability, and often highly destructive impact

This has created a new interdisciplinary field of science combining areas of specific 
expertise (geology, climate, hydrodynamics) with statistics, physics, simulations etc.  



Rogue waves are a particular type of extreme event

Rogue waves are large and destructive waves that appear on the ocean’s surface, outside 
the range of amplitudes expected from standard linear wave theory



Rogue waves appear in the long tail of wave height distributions
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Long term wave height measurements 
show asymmetric distributions. Rogue 
waves are “extreme events” in the tails, 
beyond the predicted Rayleigh distribution

M. S. Longuet-Higgins Journal of Marine Research 11, 245-266 (1952)

The Draupner Wave of 1995 went beyond 
anecdote & provided quantitative data



In 2007, “optical rogue waves” were reported in the supercontinuum
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Optical rogue waves appeared in noisy fibre supercontinuum generation that showed a 
long-tailed distribution in intensity fluctuations at particular wavelengths 

Ranka et al. Optics Letters 25, 25 (2000)



It is important to appreciate the context here

Supercontinuum generation was only possible because of the photonic crystal fiber

The photonic crystal fiber concept celebrated its 30th birthday in 2021 !! 

Dispersion engineering allows fibre zero 
dispersion wavelength to be matched to 

readily-available fs sources

Single material (silica) 
high air-fill fraction 

photonic crystal fibre (PCF)



Google now appreciates fibre optics! 

• Reliable techniques for fabricating small-core waveguides yielded the birth of fibre optics

1933-2018

• Details:  (i)  total internal reflection 
• (ii) the binary sequences converted to ASCII spell K A O                



The femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser also celebrates its 30th birthday

It was the injection of femtosecond pulses from a Ti:Sapphire into the PCF that led to 
the supercontinuum

The discovery of self-modelocking led to the transfer of soliton concepts into ultrafast 
laser design, and the concept of the “dissipative soliton” laser



The femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser also celebrates its 30th birthday

The Kerr lens modelocked Ti:Sapphire oscillates with a spatio-temporal balance between 
dispersion-managed temporal solitons and diffraction-managed spatial solitons 

W Sibbett et al. The development and application of 
femtosecond laser systems Optics Express 20 6989-7001 (2012)



1964 – nonlinear self-focusing and solitons in optics



1964 – Townes theory & the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE)

First statement of the cubic NLSE in optics & sech-soliton solution



Actually not the first statement of the NLSE



Now we return to “rogue waves” in the supercontinuum

Optical extreme events appeared in the statistics of noisy supercontinuum generation
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An analogy is suggested by the same governing equation

Light pulse propagation in optical fibre and wave group propagation on deep water are 
both described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE)  

Zakharov & Shabat JETP 34, 62-69 (1972)



Why are nonlinear Schrödinger equation-like systems so interesting? 

Nonlinear optical waveguides provide a platform to study a wide range of other systems

The validity or otherwise of some of these analogies is still an open question



What we set out to explain in 2007 … 

1. Is the study of ocean rogue waves using an analogy with optics really valid?  In any 
case, are optical rogue waves perhaps interesting in their own right?  

2. Are ocean rogue waves generated from linear or nonlinear effects or both? 

Linear Nonlinear 

Linear Waves
Speed and other properties do not 

depend on amplitude

Nonlinear Waves
Speed and other properties

depend on amplitude



First we examine rogue waves in supercontinuum generation

The NLSE describes the evolution of an ultrashort pulse envelope in space and time 
co-moving time

Kerr nonlinearity

instantaneous power (W) 

Linear dispersion (GVD) changes temporal 
pulse shape but does not alter the spectrum  

Nonlinear self phase modulation (SPM) broadens the 
spectrum but does not alter the temporal intensity
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First we examine rogue waves in supercontinuum generation

The NLSE describes the evolution of an ultrashort pulse envelope in space and time 
co-moving time

Kerr nonlinearity

instantaneous power (W) 

Fundamental solitons Higher order solitons



Supercontinuum physics and soliton dynamics  

With fs pulses injected in the anomalous dispersion regime the supercontinuum develops 
from perturbed higher-order soliton propagation (soliton fission)

Linear dispersion SPM, FWM, RamanSelf-steepening

Spectral Evolution     Temporal Evolution

Golovchenko, Dianov, Karasik, Prokhorov, Serkin., JETP Lett. 42 87-91 (1985)
Blow & Wood, IEEE J. Quant. Electron. 25 2665-2673 (1989)
Dudley, Genty, Coen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 78 1135-1184 (2006)
Agrawal, Nonlinear Fibre Optics 6th Ed (2019) 

1. SPM & GVD on their own  yield ideal periodic evolution

2. Perturbations (Raman, high-order dispersion…) induce
fission into fundamental solitons  

3. Solitons generate blue-shifted dispersive waves

4. Raman soliton self-frequency shift to longer wavelengths 
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More complex supercontinuum dynamics   

Spectral Evolution                 Temporal Evolution

FWHM 50 fs, 835 nm, 0.5 nJ, 15 cm PCF, N ~ 9

1. SPM & GVD on their own  yield ideal periodic evolution

2. Perturbations (Raman, high-order dispersion…) induce
fission into fundamental solitons  

3. Solitons generate blue-shifted dispersive waves

4. Raman soliton self-frequency shift to longer wavelengths 



More complex supercontinuum dynamics   
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2. Perturbations (Raman, high-order dispersion…) induce
fission into fundamental solitons  

3. Solitons generate blue-shifted dispersive waves

4. Raman soliton self-frequency shift to longer wavelengths 



But supercontinuum instabilities were seen in experiments 

After the 1999 results, octave-spanning supercontinuum spectra were readily generated 
but why did some experiments show highly-structured, and others smooth spectra?

The smooth spectra were unsuitable for frequency combs - an underlying instability?  

Ranka et al. Optics Letters 25 25 (2000) Corwin et al. Phys Rev Lett 90 113904 (2003)



Modelling gave the answer, reproducing the instabilities

With long pulses, soliton-driven supercontinuum generation can be highly unstable.   

Simulation results

5 individual realizations
identical apart from 
quantum noise

Successive pulses from
a pulse train generate
different spectra

The smooth spectrum
is an artifact

Stochastic simulations

J. M. Dudley, G. Genty, S. Coen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 78 1135 (2006)

The physics

- sensitivity of soliton
fission to noise

- incoherent growth of 
spectral components 
outside the initial pulse
bandwidth



Modulation instability (MI) is a fundamental property of nonlinear systems where 
modulation on a continuous wave grows exponentially

When stimulated by a coherent modulation, MI leads to coherent solitons & breathers

When stimulated by noise, MI leads to chaos & “rogue wave” statistics

The source of supercontinuum noise – modulation instability 

T. B. Benjamin and J. E. Feir, J. Fluid Mech. 27, 417 (1967)              Lake, Yuen  et. al. J. Fluid Mech. 83, 49 (1977) 



An extensive area of earlier work in mathematical physics

V. I. Bespalov and V. I. Talanov
Filamentary structure of light beams
in nonlinear liquids
JETP Lett. 3, 307-310, (1966)

N. Bogolubov
On the Theory of Superfluidity
Journal of Physics 11 23–32 (1947)

Zakharov, Ostrovsky, Litvat, Akhmanov, Brewer, Levi-Civita, Karpman, Ham, Krasovskii, Hasegawa et al.

J. Lighthill
Contributions to the theory of waves
in nonlinear dispersive system 

J. Inst. Math. Appl. 1 269 (1965)

G.B. Whitham
A general approach to linear and 
nonlinear dispersive waves using 
a Lagrangian
J. Fluid Mech. 22 273 (1965)

T. B. Benjamin, J. E. Feir
The disintegration of wave trains
on deep water. Part I. Theory

J. Fluid Mech. 27 417 (1967)

Bogolubov recognized the unstable branch 
but seems not to have studied it further!



Coherent solitons and breathers 

Before studying random nonlinear structures from modulation instability, we first see if we 
can excite the expected mathematical breather structures from a coherent modulation

We create frequency-domain initial conditions based on the
analytic mathematical form for a particular soliton structure 



Solitons and breathers in modulation instability

With coherent initial modulation, modulation instability evolves towards stable breather 
or soliton structures. This has been confirmed in experiments.

Akhmediev breather (AB) Peregrine soliton Kuznetsov-Ma soliton Higher-order AB

Hammani et al., 
OL (2011)

Kibler et al., 
Nat. Phys. (2010)

Kibler et al., 
Sci. Rep. (2012)

Frisquet et al., 
PRX (2013)

t t t t
z z z z



Transferring results into hydrodynamics

The generation of coherent structures from induced modulation instability has also been
performed in hydrodynamic wave tanks, confirming the NLSE analogy between the systems

1/70 scale



What was significant about the 2007 measurements in supercontinuum generation was 
the ability to measure the spectral instabilities in real time 
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Measuring spectral instabilities in real-time 



Measuring spectral instabilities in real-time 

Dispersive Fourier Transform
(measures spectral intensity, sub-nm resolution)

Analogous to spatial far-field diffraction

R. Salem et al.  Advances in Optics and Photonics 5, 274-317 (2013)

Shot-to-shot spectra are stretched to 5-10 nanoseconds and measured using a fast oscilloscope

Principle: The temporal intensity of a pulse stretched by 
large linear dispersion is proportional to its spectral intensity

Goda & Jalali. Nature Photonics 7, 102-112 (2013)



This was in fact a much earlier idea – the “spectron” 



Measuring spectral instabilities in real-time 

When applied to supercontinuum generation we can directly measure noise-induced shot-
to-shot fluctuations in spectral structure, and the associated statistics   

Wetzel et al. Sci. Rep. 2 882 (2012)

Around 830 nm                                                                                                    Around 1550 nm

Godin et al. Opt. Exp. 21 18452 (2013)



What makes an optical rogue wave different? 

To understand the physics of optical rogue waves in the supercontinuum, we use 
simulations to see the effect of random noise on the input pulse

Most simulations yield dynamics like this A small number of simulations yield
dynamics like this (RS = rogue soliton)



What makes an optical rogue wave different? 

Random noise can lead to very different dynamics, and in a small number of cases, the 
emergence of extreme rogue solitons that undergo dramatic shifts to longer wavelengths 

A small number of simulations yield
dynamics like this (RS = rogue soliton)

The physics

Random noise
Chaotic modulation instability

Chaotic soliton dynamics
Inelastic (Raman) energy transfer

One soliton can become 
larger than the others



The next step: looking at incoherent modulation instability

Can we measure noise-seeded random modulation instability dynamics in more detail?  

Numerical
Simulation

In particular 

Can we also measure statistics of the 
temporal fluctuations?

Can we measure the intensity 
profiles of the chaotic temporal 
peaks and compare with analytic 
soliton / breather structures?  



Principle: A signal experiencing dispersion before and after 
quadratic temporal phase is temporally magnified

R. Salem et al., Adv. Opt Photonics 5, 274-317 (2013)

Measuring temporal instabilities in real-time 

Time lens magnifier 
(temporal intensity, sub-ps resolution)

Dispersion & quadratic phase yield a time-
domain analogue of a thin lens imaging system

Analogous to temporal imaging 

Picosecond structures are stretched to the nanosecond scale and measured using a fast oscilloscope



Direct measurement of instability time series and histogram
Comparison with stochastic NLSE simulations
Comparing intensity peaks with analytic soliton profiles

Time-lens measurements of modulation instability 

Histogram
\

Peregrine solitons Time series



What if you do not have a time lens?

Even when time lens measurements are not possible, a neural network algorithm can be trained to 
determine key temporal characteristics based only on measurements of spectral intensity (i.e. no 
spectral phase information).  

Can we configure a neural network to map complex shot to shot spectra to the peak intensity of the 
corresponding modulated temporal intensity profile (rogue waves)?  Can Sk(λ) predict Pk

max ?

Pulsed
Laser
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Experimental setup 

60 dB
dynamic
range

60 measurements show
large shot-to-shot fluctuations Single shot spectra (red) 

compared to mean (black)

Modelling suggests that this requires a very high dynamic range real-time spectrometer, so experiments 
are performed using a reduced repetition rate laser and scanning bulk monochromator



Training a neural network to analyse modulation instability

We use a standard neural network architecture and use simulations to train a network to correlate the 
full MI spectrum with the corresponding peak of the associated temporal intensity profile. 

Architecture
Feedforward 
2 hidden layers (30, 10 nodes)

Training using NLSE simulations

300 epochs of 30,000 simulations 

, N = 121  

, n = 1….30,000



We use a standard neural network architecture and use simulations to train a network to correlate the 
full MI spectrum with the corresponding peak of the associated temporal intensity profile. 

Testing the trained network

Use 20,000 simulations not in the 
training set. 

For each spectrum we predict the peak 
intensity.

We plot the predicted intensity against 
the known ground truth intensity from 
the corresponding simulation. 

We obtain very high correlation.

Testing the trained neural network



Analysing experimental spectra to predict time-domain peaks

Based on 3000 measured real-time spectra, we determine the corresponding temporal peaks and 
compute the associated temporal probability density function. 

We compare the machine learning predictions with fully realistic simulations of our experiments.  

DFT

* Training for experimental data also includes the wavelength response of the spectrometer

*



Can we do the same in supercontinuum generation?

In other words, based on spectral data only, can we determine the properties of the most red-shifted 
solitons (“rogue solitons”) in a temporal supercontinuum field? 

SpectrumTemporal peak power
Temporal duration 
Temporal walk-off



We train a neural network to correlate the full supercontinuum spectrum with the peak intensity of the 
the red-shifted “rogue” soliton 

Machine learning and rogue solitons

1. Train using 20000 simulations  
2. Test using 10000 independent simulations
3. Compare predicted peak intensity with 

simulation “ground truth” 

The Approach

Conclusion: a neural network can use only supercontinuum spectral data to infer maximum 
temporal peak power of red-shifted Raman solitons 



Numerical integration of generalized nonlinear propagation equations can be time-consuming.  Can we 
train a neural network to model nonlinear propagation directly?

Model free modelling of nonlinear fibre propagation 



From waveguides to lasers …  

Instabilities have been observed since the first development of lasers in the 1960s but we 
can now use ultrafast real-time characterization tools to uncover new details 

1985



Understanding instabilities in lasers 

Dissipation ≡ Energy exchange 

Nonlinearity, Dispersion

Active 
medium Filter

Instabilities &
Nonlinear dynamics

Time

I(t)

φ(t)

In addition to new measurement techniques, we now have the general framework of the 
dissipative soliton to describe lasers where nonlinear dynamics coexist with gain & loss 

Nonlinearity

Dispersion

Gain

Loss

Dissipative
soliton



Spectral Instabilities in a Soliton-Similariton Laser 

The soliton similariton laser is a novel fibre oscillator where two conceptually different 
nonlinear structures co-exist within a highly dissipative fibre laser cavity 

Similariton Soliton



Spectral Instabilities in a Soliton-Similariton Laser 

A similariton or self-similar amplifier is one where all input pulses evolve asymptotically to 
the same output pulse (a nonlinear attractor) 

Q. Can similariton evolution make fibre lasers more robust against nonlinear instability? 

G. I. Taylor: Proc. Royal Soc. London A 201 175-196 (1950)

Similariton Attraction



Startup Chaos and Intermittence

Characterizing more extreme intracavity laser dynamics

Experiments using real-time dispersive Fourier transform measurements reveal 
comparable rich dynamics as suggested by the modelling

Work by many other groups as well



What actually happens when you turn on a fibre laser? 

The build-up of stable mode-locking in a fiber laser typically shows complex dynamics

Q: Can we measure the sub-picosecond chaotic build-up dynamics? 

Structures with different time scales

Pseudo-periodic Q-switched bursts 
with sub-ms period

Periodic quasi mode-locked pulses 
with roundtrip period (50 ns) 

Slow detection over long time window
20 MHz electronic detection

30 GHz electronic detection                Stable 
regime

ZOOM

ZOOM



Measuring instabilities in lasers 

Simultaneous time lens & dispersive Fourier transform provides complete real time 
characterization of soliton buildup from noise in a SESAM-modelocked soliton fibre laser 

In how much detail can we study startup
dynamics in a dissipative soliton laser?

Multiscale dynamics where we need ps resolution
over a measurement window of 50 µs



Build up of solitons from noise 

The regime just before stability
shows periodic soliton breathing 

DECEMBER 2018 OSA OPTICS & PHOTONICS NEWS



Build up of solitons from noise 

We see complex dynamics and multiple pulses, with phases of growth and collapse

Ryczkowski et al. Nature Photonics 12, 221-227 (2018)



New results from a broadband noise-like pulse laser 

Time lens measurements in a 1000 nm broadband noise-like pulse laser reveal soliton 
instability properties and statistics in excellent quantitative agreement with modelling 



1.  Optical rogue waves can emerge out of fibre nonlinear dynamics due to the noise 
sensitivity of modulation instability and soliton propagation 

2. But other experiments & modelling in both optics and hydrodynamics suggest that 
nonlinearity is not the only way in which extreme wave events can occur

Conclusions  



3.  Real-time measurement techniques provide new windows into studying instabilities in 
both fibre propagation and in ultrafast lasers

4. Techniques such as the dispersive Fourier transform and the time lens are now 
becoming necessary elements in experimental setups

5. Machine learning is an extremely promising addition to both experiment and analysis in 
nonlinear fibre optics, and maybe the future of ultrafast laser development  

Conclusions  
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